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Results 
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By performing integrations of the transport 
c.oefficients Lii [1], we can obtain the diffusion 
c.oefficient and the thermodiffusion coefficient. 
Now we assume that the diffusion across a mag-
netic flux surface p is determined by the am-
bipolar condition between ions and electrons, 
so a total current across a magnetic flux sur-
face ertotal is 
. ' p ' 
ertotal = eri -ere = 0 (1) 
p - p p ' 
where r~ = -(Li1Ai + Li2Ak) and r~ = 
-(LiiAi + Li2A2). Here, Li 1 , Li2 and Li1 , Lh 
denote the diffusion coefficient and the ther-
tnodiffusion coefficient of ions and electrons, re-
spectively. A1 and A2 are thermal forces de-
fined as 
dln n° dln ra 
dp + dp 
dlnT0 
dp 
(
ea¢) d ln ¢ 
+ Ta dp ' (2a) 
(2b) 
\vhere the superscript a i, e denotes the 
species of the charged particle, ions and elec-
trons, respectively. The coefficient Lij is a 
function of the temperature Ta and the elec-
tric potential ¢: Ep = -d¢/dp, thus Eq.(1), 
i.e. r~otal = 0, is a nonlinear equation, and by 
solving this equation on a fixed temperature, 
the electric field is determined. To do so, we 
assun1e the following relations: 
d ln n a d ln T 0 d ln ¢ 
---= =--<0, dp dp dp (3) 
and ni = ne = n, Ti = Te = T. Under this as-
sun1ption, at a fixed temperature T, the total 
flux r~otal is calculated, see figures. 
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Fig.l(a). T = 5[keV], ~v = -15[cm], f3o ~ 0%, (rja) = 0.5 
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Fig.l(b). T = l[keV], ~v = -15[cm], f3o ~ 0%, (r/a) = 0.5 
Fig.2(a). T = 5[keV], ~v = -15[cm], f3o = 6%, (rja) = 0.5 
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Fig.2(b). T = l[keV], ~v = -15[cm], f3o = 6%, (r/a) = 0.5 
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